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Information Note Data Processing and Privacy 

We wish to inform you that the Italy Legislative Decree. n. 196 of 30 June 2003 ("Code regarding 

the protection of personal data") provides for the protection of persons and other subjects regarding 

the processing of personal data. According to the law, this treatment will be based on principles of 

correctness, lawfulness and transparency and protection of your privacy and your rights. The data you 

provide will be processed only for the requested contact. The treatment will be carried out in the 

following ways: the data will be processed in paper and electronic archives adopting all the security 

measures required by law with particular reference to the provisions of Annex B of Presidential 

Decree 196/2003 - technical specification concerning minimum measures safety. 

 

The data collected will not be communicated or disseminated to any person outside the persons 

appointed by B. & B. Orchidea. 

 

Informative Note Cookies 

With this document, pursuant to articles 13 and 122 of Legislative Decree 196/2003 ("privacy 
code"), as well as in accordance with the provisions of the General Provision of the Privacy 
Guarantor of 8 May 2014, B. & B. Orchidea, the data controller, provides users of the 
www.bborchidea.com website some information about the cookies used or the installation 
is allowed. 
 

What are cookies 

The website of B. & B. Orchidea, (the "Website") uses cookies to make our services simple and 

efficient for users who visit the pages. Users accessing the site will see the minimum amount of 

information entered into the devices in use, whether computers or mobile devices, in small text files 

called "cookies" saved in the directories used by the user's web browser. There are various types of 

cookies, some to make more effective use of the Site, others to enable certain features. 

 

Site manager cookies 

Technical cookies (2) 

The Site uses only "technical" cookies, such as navigation or session cookies, functionality cookies 

and analytical cookies. 

 

- Browsing or session cookies 

Specifically, navigation or session cookies are used, aimed at guaranteeing the normal navigation and 

use of the website, and therefore aimed at making functional and optimizing the same navigation 

within the site. 

 

- Analytical cookies 
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Finally, there are analytics cookies, used exclusively by the sole operator of the Site, to collect 

information, in aggregate and anonymous form, on the number of users and on how users visit the 

site. 

 

Third party cookies 

 

- Analysis cookies for third-party services 

These cookies are used in order to collect information on the use of the Site by users anonymously 

such as: visited pages, time spent, origins of the traffic of origin, geographic origin, age, gender and 

interests for the purpose of marketing campaigns . These cookies are sent from third-party domains 

external to the Site. 

 

- Cookies to integrate products and functions of third-party software 

This type of cookie integrates features developed by third parties within the pages of the site such as 

icons and preferences expressed in social networks in order to share site content or for the use of 

third-party software services (such as software for generate maps and additional software that offer 

additional services). These cookies are sent from third-party domains and from partner sites that offer 

their functionality between the pages of the Site. 

 

Cookie installation / uninstallation. Browser options 

The user can oppose the registration of cookies on their device by configuring the browser used for 

navigation: if you use the site without changing your browser settings, it is assumed that you intend 

to receive all cookies used by the site and use all the features.Si ricorda che l’utente può impedire 

l’utilizzo di alcuni o di tutti i cookie sopra descritti, configurando il browser usato per la navigazione. 
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